Definitions

Model
A reduced-order mathematical description of the physical system. Here we use the highly reductionist spring-mass model with massless leg.
Landing conditions Initial conditions of the CoM (position and velocity) at the beginning of stance. These are directly influenced by the swingleg trajectory during flight.
Passive dynamics Synonymous with intrinsic dynamics-the response of the physical model. Here, the stance dynamics of the model are fully determined by landing conditions and leg stiffness.
Control policy
Active control applied to the model with a specific target performance goal. Here the only applied control is late-swing leg angular trajectory.
Peak force control Late-swing leg trajectory optimized to target landing conditions for constant peak force of the SLIP model in the drop step (equal to the peak force of the previous step).
Impulse control Late-swing leg trajectory optimized to target landing conditions for constant axial impulse of the SLIP model in the drop step (equal to the impulse of the previous step).
Equilibrium gait control Late-swing leg trajectory optimized to target landing conditions for perfect disturbance rejection of the SLIP model in the drop step, resulting in a steady, symmetric gait cycle. 
Parameters
I axial axial leg impulse [BW T ] I x fore-aft impulse [BW T ] k Leg effective linear leg stiffness [BW/L 0 ] L leg length [L 0 ] L leg
